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PARAT GROUP expands management team within its 
subsidiary company Parat in Neureichenau 
 
 
 
PARAT GROUP, a globally active partner in the field of highly functional 
plastic trim parts and structural components and leading provider of 
tool bags & cases, IT carts, project cases and safety lamps, expands its 
management team at the Neureichenau location. 
 
With effect from January 1, 2016, Martin Kremsreiter (CEO) and 
Christian Wimmer (CFO) will be responsible for the ongoing success of 
PARAT GmbH + Co. KG in Neureichenau. By taking this step, PARAT 
creates an independent responsibility for its Neureichenau site, which 
will continue to play a decisive role within the global corporate strategy. 
Neureichenau, as one of the four production facilities, will always 
remain a powerful driving force for new product developments and 
innovations within the PARAT Group. „This new site structure 
establishes a clear P&L responsibility at the individual locations. So all 
locations will collectively enhance profitability of the whole Group“, 
explains Frank Peters, Chairman of the PARAT Group. 
 
Martin Kremsreiter and Christian Wimmer can look back on roughly 45 
years of shared PARAT know-how: Both of them already started their 
professional careers with an apprenticeship at PARAT. Frank Peters and 
Thomas Kritzenberger, who jointly steer the affairs of PARAT Group, are 
convinced that PARAT is perfectly positioned with its leading 
management in Neureichenau: „We are very pleased that we’ve been 
able to get those gentlemen on board for this demanding task. Two 
home-grown stars at PARAT with comprehensive expertise and great 
commitment.“ 
 
(ca. 1.701  Zeichen) 
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caption: 
from left: Martin Kremsreiter (future managing director at PARAT GmbH + Co.KG, CEO) and 
Christian Wimmer (future managing director at PARAT GmbH + Co.KG, CFO), Martin 
Kremsreiter and Christian Wimmer can look back on roughly 45 years of shared PARAT 
know-how. 
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